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Juniors-Seniors Enjoy
Frederic Thrills
Coming Out Day Begins
Annual Formal Banquet Lyceum Audience |
End of Senior Trail
With Great Skill

Saturday afternoon at 4:45!
Only three more short weeks
midst general bell ringing and Playful Seniors
and our distinguished-looking
Senior
Privileges
Taylor's Lyceum series closed
carnation pinning-on and subtle
Seniors will be taking the last
compliments for lovely corsages
step in their four years of col
At Comprehensives last night when a most enthusi
Have Dim-Past
astic and spellbound audience
and ladies, the Juniors met their
lege.
The long anticipated
guests, the Seniors, in CampbellBy 4:30 AM Friday heard Frederic.
Background "sheep-skins" will be given out,
Magee lobby and all were bund
Frederic's second appearance
and another group of Taylor
led into cars and drove away to a
As I watched the Seniors
Ever since the age of the graduates will take their place in
secret destination. After the march down the aisle on Coming
Neolithic Romeos and Juliets, the occupational world.
kind of drive that couples appre Out Day looking so stately and
Those three short weeks, how
and possibly before, if the annals ever, will be crammed full of ac
ciate, we found ourselves at the dignified, I was more than a
of courting and wooing were tivities as have been the past few
Hotel Indiana in Wabash.
little envious of them. How love
1 properly
We strolled pleasantly through ly it must be to be a Senior —- to
preserved, we find weeks. Already that academic
the lobby, walked 'carefully up attend parties, dinners, and lun
i young people reaching a certain spirit
that comes with gradua
the stairs, and cheerfully appro cheons, and to have Senior pri
; age wherein the laws of restric tion is felt on the campus with
priated souveniers of hotel sta vileges !
tion along the hithertofore men the appearance of flowing black
tionery; then we stood gazing
tioned fields become especially gowns and mortar boards. "Com
But on Wednesday morning,
pensively from the balcony, talk everything seemed different. In
unbearable, undesirable, and for ing Out Day" last Tuesday gave
ing deliberately until the hour of stead of triumphant smiles, the
the benefit of the active partici the underclassmen their first
the Grand March. Came the call Seniors wore anxious frowns.
pants, unnecessary. Although view of the Seniors in their dis
ing of the names and we march They haunted the library, poring
methods have changed consider tinguished garb.
ed arm in arm, two by two, over stacks of books. What was
ably since the day when the term
The Junior class had decorated
grandly down again breathless the 'reason for all this industry?
"cave-man"style was coined, the the Chapel for the occasion with
(the girls) into a banquet room
result in general has been identi beautiful bouquets of w T hite and
Then 1 sat beside a Senior at
of floating music (by Miss Phyllis breakfast on Thursday morning.
cal and universal. In short the orchid iris and sprays of spiraea.
Martin), stars and Stardust, wa "It's a nice morning, isn't it?" I
couple is much freer to go places, The Seniors marched down the
gons; and running beneath the ventured, hoping to startle him
do things, and stay longer than green-carpeted aisle under a
beauty of it all as a connecting out of his daze.
at Taylor comes after a lapse of at any previous stage in their lattice arch of spiraea. Two small
link with reality were tables and
Plato's Objective Idealism
four years. This last performance wooship. (Chinese for friend children led the way with a large
their menu promise of Fried What can that be? Oh, yes. 'Be- was even better than the other ship)
basket of flowers, followed by
Chicken
Garnished,
Waldorf ing consists of permanent moral revealing a more mature and ac
It would make an interesting the class sponsor, Dr. Charbon
Salad, Fresh Strawberry Sundae, and aesthetic concepts or types' ", complished artist.
course in Sociology (class and nier. The Chapel program was
etc., etc., etc. We were in the he mumbled. "It's a nice morning
The story of this great artist's book style) to study this develop very inspirational with er. Charfairyland of aspiring challenge isn't it?" I repeated. The mum career is absolutely unique. He ment throughout the thousands bonnier's address on "What is
typified in beauty. "Hitch Your bling continued; I gave up, and is practically self taught and of years of the past. A glimpse Man?"
Wagon to a Star." From among ate my breakfast in silence.
Later in the day, the Seniors
possesses a style of striking or into the stone age would reveal a
the grandly completed scheme of
In chapel, the Seniors were iginality. He first appeared on rather prehistoric looking couple were the guests of the class of
decoration, with its bits of float conspicuous by their absence. It the concert stage during the sea sauntering along, clothed in "an '42 at a luncheon. Dr. and Mrs.
ing starlight and shining star wasn't Skip Day, though, because son of 1936-37. As a proof of his air of indifference." Their rec Stuart, Dr. Charbonnier, and the
dust that clung mysteriously in too many of the Seniors were on ever increasing popularity, Fred- reation consisted of enthusiastic husbands and wives of several
one's hair, we extricated all the the campus. Finally, I asked a i eric played the amazing total of boulder throwing. Those were the Seniors were special guests.
toothsom delights, and after the Senior who looked less pre-occu- two-hundred-fifty-seven concerts days when men were men and
One of the highlights of this
period of glorious labor, arrived pied than the others what the in the three following seasons,
women might as well have been. year's Senior activities was the
at the moment of satisfaction trouble was. He uttered one j Opening his program with Refreshments consisted of choice dinner given for the Senior fel
fulfilled.
ominous
word, "Comprehen- j "Fantasie and Fugue in B flat morsels at the expense of Mother lows by the Faculty Dames. The
Then came the program and sives", and I understood the Major" by Bach-List, he proved Nature. The popular song of the program and food, according to
toastmaster Lyman to introduce whole situation.
j to be definitely unusual as to day was, "A Nutting We Will the Seniors , was "superb".
to us the speeches: the welcome
Dr. Charbonnier is doing his
This is the first year that Tay- musical knowledge, delivery, and Go."
by Alphretta Meginnis (who with lor Seniors have been required interpretation. In his Liszt numThe Ancient Roman age is part in keeping the Seniors busy
her committee of assistants de to take a comprehensive exami bers his crashing chords and big next and worthy of notice. In these last few weeks. He recent
serves hugely every single one of nation in their major fields. dynamics were poured out with this stage the loving young Latins ly entertained the Senior girls
the innumerable compliments Naturally there must have been such little apparent effort that strolled to the coliseum to watch with a tea and later the fellows
she received); the response by some courses along the way that the audience was left both aston tigers ravenously devour men. Of with a party at his home. The
Senior President Bishop; and the were skimmed over and slighted. ished and fascinated.
course the song that continually class sponsor kept his guests en
starry encouragment by Sponsors There were some courses offered
His appearance on the plat held first place on the Hit Parade tertained by showing his heir
Howard and Charbonnier. The in his field that the individual form was striking also. He is re was, "Hold that Tiger." Refresh looms which include old paint
Seniors graciously accepted The Senior hadn't room for in his served and yet he is very dra ments consisted of Horseburgers, ings and old Bibles. The formal
Book of Pictures to preserve their schedule. All these must be stu matic. As he places his hands on which were the forerunners of banquet for the Seniors, given by
memory for all posterity.
died now! Even those courses the keys the listener is made to our modern Hamburgers. Bring- the sponsor, will occur soon.
Two more outstanding dates
Interspersed and mingled with that had been carefully studied feel that here is an artist that j ing our history up to modern
on
the Senior calendar are the
the speechmaking in delicately had to be thoroughly reviewed. really has something to say.
| times we might stop at the wellproportioned doses we found: No wonder the Seniors looked
Following the intermission known Dog Patch style. However, class party and the breakfast
"Stars of the Summer Night" by worried! It's no fun to review were four compositions of Chop- after viewing a member of the given by Dr. Stuart.
On May 27th, the underclass
the
nicely
balanced
Junior over thirty-two hours of work in. Schubert's Impromptu, and famous Yocum family for sevChorus; Doris and Gene making for one examination.
i the program closed with the eral months we are forced to men can feel that they, too, have
this
it a worthwhile evening for all
By Thursday night many of great "Hungarian Rhapsody" by draw the conclusion that, "old accomplished something
year. Moving Up Day promises to
the
sentimental
ones
with
(Continued on Page 3)
Liszt.
(Continued on Page 3)
be an outstanding event. The
"Wanting You"; and then the
Freshmen will look quite dif
Girls Trio doing versatile Bob
ferent in those loud gold and
Jackson's "Star Wagon", with
black sweaters, and the Sopho
the maestro's own gentle touch
mores will borrow the keys
influencing the piano key-board
from the Juniors, and won't
toward music as nice as we've
those Juniors look and feel suheard for a long while.
(Continued on Page 3)
In the meantime Sponsor Char
chief. Behind him, each perform
bonnier had read to appreciative
ing in his individual style, comes
ears announcement of betrothal
his "Big Seven" with Paul Gas
(Continued on Page 3)
Maidens and Braves
per, managing editor; June Pug'h,
news reporter, "Wee" Miller, as
Dine at Muncie's
sports editor; Kathryn Tucker,
Banqueters of the
feature and Alumni editor; Ralph
Hotel Roberts
Tropf, business manager; WilMnanka Dine at the
lard Davidson, advertising man
The Strong-hearted Maidens
ager; and George Bright, circula
Spencer in Marion
with
their Braves met at Hotel
tion manager.
Roberts, Muncie, Saturday May
These little ladies over here are
10th, for an evening of formal
All the secrecy of the Mnanka
the
indispensable Bonnie Weaver
fun. Their theme was Dutch
banquet plans came to an end
and Annie Mott as secreavies,
from the windmill and tulip cen
when the Mnankas entered Spen
and Norma Hoke and Mary Fran
ter pieces to the gay little Dutch
cer Hotel, Marion, last Saturday
ces Rose as proof readers.
boys and girls in their quaint
evening. The banquet was built
Now folks—last but not least
wooden shoes. (Incidentally, Dr.
around a garden theme. Every
comes the novelty group com
Oborn made all those wooden
thing was FLOWERS! Much to
Charles Read
W. Kruschwitz
posed of Art Ditmer, Doris Kapshoes himself.)
my surprise, I found that they
aroff, Phyllis Hyde, Myrle Mae
The eats were DElicious, and
had even eaten flowers (or so the
menu said)—that is, all but How
Hurry, hurry, step right up Miller, Ellen Owens, Bob Taylor, Shirl Hatfield, advertising man the music presented by Marjorie
ard Ruppelt who had a special and see the world's greatest and June Moore, Harold Crecraft, ager; Kathryn Tucker, literary Williamson, Gene Black, and
newest show for only ten cents, and Lewis Douglas who are the editor; Bob Taylor, sports edi Tom Bailey was DElightful.
VEGETABLE plate.
Special features of the pro
tor; Jack Weaver, staff photog
Special features of the pro one dime, a tenth of a doll-ah! reporters.
What a cast, but that's only rapher; and Gertrude Johnson, gram that made the evening
gram included a vocal trio by Buy your tickets now for the big
super-special were the dramatic
Betty J. Weed, Mary Wakefield, Taylor show is going to start in the beginning—only the begin feature editor.
Now folks, we're ready for the presentation "Who Says Can't!"
ning, for on my left you see the
and Ann Bowman, and readings i just a moment.
I Ladies and Gentlemen! On my popular Gem performers starring big opening with an all-star by the Spotlight Club, Muncie,
by Kathryn Tucker.
Dinner music was presented right you see the famous Echo Walter Kruschwitz as editor; group. If you want to get a thrill and Dean Fens'termacher's in
by Walter Kruschwitz, Betty J. troupe led by that ace perform Harvey Brown, associate editor; of a lifetime buy your tickets now spiring talk on Dikes and Low
lands.
er—Charlie Read as editor-in- Bob Bovd, business manager; for the show is on!!
Weed, and Mary Wakefield.

Taylor Publications Casts for Netu Year Chosen
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he could have realized at the moment he spoke
them.
Now shall we bring all this rambling abstrac
tion down to a concrete Taylor lesson? There seems
to be but one view for action that fits our case in
Published bi-weekly during the school year by the this hour. We of Taylor are part of the restless
Taylor University ECHO Co., students of Taylor Univer Youth of this generation. We are faced with its
sity, Upland, Indiana.
questions and problems and troubles and dangers
Subscription price, $1.00 per annum.
that the blitzkrieg tempo has burst into our faces
Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at with such disconcerting speed and starkly real
the Upland Post Office, Upland, Indiana, under Act of
emphasis with a positive demand for decisions and
March 3, 1879.
solutions. We, with our fathers, have come to real
DON MILLER
ize that the dark picture can be what it is because
Editor-in-Chief
something has been lost out of twentieth century
CHARLES READ
life. We stand with them on the same ground of
Managing Editor
grim realization of the dive-bomber emphasized
G. Verner Miller truth that life without a faith is not real life—and
Nettie Lewis
Sports Editor
News Reporter
it can't win. Here is the point where we can an
DORIS SCHEEL
nounce the Revelation. In this spring of 1941 with
Alumni Editor
Reporters—-Lyle Russell, Duane Sandgren, Doris Horn, its feeling of strange differentness and indecision
Doris Kaparoff, Wendell Hyde, Walter Kruschwitz, Bob it is the God given privilige of every Taylor stu
Taylor, June Pugh, Merle Miller, Phyllis Hyde, Jack dent to be different from the hour in a Different
Boyd, Kathryn Tucker and Ellen Owens.
Way. We can, and we must, cry out in the face
Proof Readers: Ruth Patow, Norma Hoke.
of every "I don't know" of this strange, dangerous
Secretaries—Bonnie Weaver and Annabelle Mott.
moment "I do know in whom I have believed.
GERALD FOSTER
There is a Faith to make Life Real and Victorious
Business Manager
in this Hour and we have that Faith and it works
Ralph Tropf
Ralph Herber
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager for us Now." We believe we were born for this
hour, and that is not trite bombast; it is the reali
Willard Davison
George Bright
Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Asst. Circulation Mgr. zation of a Call—the result of a Vision.
For less than a month more we will be here
on the campus. In this hour, all important for
the Kingdom of Christ, are we taking with proper
seriousness our Christianity as a Vital Faith, our
Taylor as a preparation day for the Great Task,
and ourselves as Instruments of God? Have we
ever had, or have we lost, a vital Vision of the need
of the world? When we say we are students of
Taylor University are we fully appreciative of the
heritage of a man of God who was the Evangel to
Continents? Can we believe that we are not being
any bigger than God would have us be if we em
THIS DIFFERENT YEAR
brace a personal evangelistic Vision of at least all
America? If we see not the vision, who will? How
In less than a month it will be all over for this can American Youth be saved "unless they have a
school year. None of us are inclined to shed any preacher"?
What are we in Taylor University for? Bull
crocodile tears, hut don't we, somehow in spite of
Sessions are great places to decide whether we
ourselves, feel a little sobered this spring? Have are pre- or post-. We have divirgent views as to
you of late been forced to drive from you the what can be accomplished and how.
We are
queer feeling that: "This can't last—this good differently equipped for the task, but let us bind
time of opportunities, this Christian fellowship of all into the Personality that is our Christian Life
love, this Taylor, and even this big easygoing kind and realize that we are standing squarely in a
of America with its folk lore of magnificent anec priviliged position for action in one of the great
dotes of simple living for we who are 'the people' "? scenes of the Drama of the Ages. It may or may
Yes, this new spring must strike in us a vague not be the Last Act, but can we doubt that the
feeling of strange differentness from other ends of moment of Rising Action is upon us? And now
schooldays. Where lies the difference? Do we the final question: Do we believe with the crusad
hear the echos of thudding footfalls as young men ing Faith that we have the Positive Answer? Tay
march again in Europe, and Asia, and in Africa? lor Student, this summer you will meet Destiny by
And are we worried by the sound that in the the way and you will be eternally responsible for
momentum of its vibrations falls strangely like the the outcome of that meeting.
mechanical anarchy of a crumbling world?
It
must be so, yet we are not sure whether we under
REMEMBER A VISION
stand enough of what goes on across the world to
be greatly aroused about it. But not all our vague
It closed in a burst of glory—that Taylor
fears are explained away as echos. Our culturely
Prayer Day. It had been the kind of changing
attuned ears take unkindly to the harsh rasping of
moody day when nature and the elements are like
a hurried industry madly tearing machines of de
a great mirror that would reflect the mighty form
struction from the vast resources of American
of our all-sufficient God in one single impossible
creative power. We watch streaming past us the view. The days of spring had wrapped the grad
growing ranks of young American men in war
ually warming earth in a blanket design handgarb and with unfathomed feelings wait our turn,
wrought by God of golden patchwork spots, inset
wondering, in spite of ourselves and all the good
with flaming natural figurines, a multitude of in
intention of our Youth -"Why?". And of course
finite tiny flower creations. Lightly like the down
there is always and everywhere the Propaganda.
over all was sprinkled a white splendor with an
Do we feel strangely different inside with vast,
air of passive purity—His relief for the motif green
and possibly unconscious, indecision because of
in boundless expression of every shade of growing
the accumulated rumblings beyond the horizon,
life. It wasn't so warm for the sun couldn't seem
and the marchings, and the movements, and the
to concentrate on the business of the season, and
rumors in America's backyard? These must be, at
now and then when the light of the day would slip
least partially, the factors that set this spring of
away behind the cold cloud banks patters of rain
our lives apart and leave us groping futilely for
would come. All day long it was changing as
positive connecting links with the eighteen or
the wind seemed to blow up differing fits of
twenty past seasons of new life that we have
temperament.
known. But are we not finally forced to admit that
But in the late evening came the Glory! I
much of this strange feeling about ourselves is the
walked across the campus muffled in my coat as
result of being obliged to answer too many of the
the rain played. Wrapped in my thoughts, I faced
questions of the hour with "7 don't know"? That's
the Ad Building as I went toward the Chapel.
a hard answer for Youth particularly so to make
"Look!" someone whispered in my ear, "The
to itself. But who is standing today in the fore
Sun!" The west was a chaos of color surpassing
front or in the ranks of our America or the world
the panel of a painter whose exhuberance of sud
and giving positive answers? Are we not tempted
denly inspired revelation defies all rules of mod
to answer, "No one whom our understanding ot
eration. The burning avalanche of color had made
Truth and our intuitions of Moral Rightness can
an open place of exit and hung the sign across all
trust"?
the western sky. In a final, supremely victorious
But why go on through the endless question effort the gathered blackness was pushed far away
ings of such a line of thought? It is simple for any toward the north and south. The sun was low and
one today, even Youth, to conjure up their own my eyes strained until they saw its very sinking.
doubtful diversions of thought—that tricky game The reflected self of now pale-scarlet beams seem
that may still be played under the old-style open ed to reach out still, brightly colored fingertips of
rules in America. But take our world of this spring, promised light toward the east—and toward me.
gloom and all, and of this much we can be certain I stood and watched, and tried to learn the lesson
by the rules of Life and Logic: no future time will by rote to the rhythm of the rain. We can be a
find us standing in such a place as this we occupy part of a sunset for a fleeting moment, but it must
today. At no time after June 10, 1941 will we ever slip away and leave us alone with the writing in
be the same again. We know it is the natural law the sky. Our souls tell us that we must save the
of the universe that time and circumstance shall vision for the darkness and hold to it and think
move on and never return to the finished moment, long and sometimes tell about it until He writes
the completed act, the same developed state of again. But it can never be adequately described
mind. For there is a sense in which each moment with our weak words of memory—it is the Glory.
and act and thought is a complete and independent
That bit of a vision of God's great loveliness
unit in itself. This thinking reminds us of what for his world was the climax of a Taylor day of
the revivalist often says, speaking across God's unusual prayer; it was the atmosphere for a great
holy altar in the moment for great decisions, "We scene of prayerful consecration for tomorrow's
will never be the same again for today we stand task of life, and the very moment of the nowtime.
upon the verge of the Destiny of Our Souls." The One student said in Clinic Chapel, "It was the best
President of The United States has said, "This Prayer Day of the three years I have been on Tay
generation has a Rendezvous with Destiny." Those lor's campus." Was it a symbol for the closing days
words are more pregnant with meaning than even of our school year?
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SLIM is sometimes prone to
wonder just what some people
see in others, and especially why
some date the ones they do!
Could it he that the only rea
son Bob S. dates Ann is that he
needs a "BOW-MAN" to hit the
"Spot"?
We all know that Jack Weaver
dates Mary Alice to "SEEL-IG".
The only reason we can find
for Mildred Jenkins dating Kenney is that he is "HOLdZkOM".
John had better be on guard
to prevent being "KRUSHED
among the "WEEDS".
Of course Howard S. doesn't
care for fishing but he says he
always enjoys a good "HUNT".
Dorothy will only be "FERREE" until the "YOCUM's".
Perhaps Bill is taking up farm
ing because we all know it's
"ABLE for PORKY!".
With this we will leave these
scrambled names, because even
Slim doesn't think they are very
"punny".
A new angle on success has
reached these old ears. Quote —
"Successful girls of yester years
all dressed like 'Mother Hub
bard', but now to be successful
they must dress more like 'her
cupboard'." Oh my—what will
these "moderns" think of next?
Slim just happened to catch a
few bits from the conversation
of a couple of recently confirm
ed "woman haters". It seems they
were discussing these fickle
"dames" who have steadies both
on and off Taylor's campus.
Said one, "It's all right to take
them out, spend our meager cash
on them, and try to show' them a
general good time on any night
except that unforseen night when
"Clarence" something or other
drops in from home. Then we
are the ones who are dropped!
I'm just about fed up on it."
Here our friend was interrupt
ed by the other remarking, "If
you think that is bad, what
would you have to say about
their cancelling dates they made

with you to go with someone
from home?"
Even Slim could stand no
more of their woes and so he
moved on to find more news for
his dear readers (both of them).
It's great to get a look at how
the other half lives. This was ac
complished around 5 a.m. Frida}' morning when both boys and
girls jumped from their beds to
see the Seniors off. The girls ap
peared in curlers, night creams,
pajamas et cetera. The fellows
just appeared period. All were
thoroughly shocked and enlight
ened !
Slim is truly glad the Seniors
FINALLY sneaked! This staying
up every night to prevent their
going was just about to get even
a good man down. So he joins
Barney in sighing, "I'm glad it's
all over!"
Royal E. must be taking some
new course. One which requires
his presence on the campus from
6:30— ? ? ? ?
Has Norma M. really forsaken
her books to delve into the study
of "Campustry" under the hon
orable "Dr. A. Lewis"?
Mnankas and Soangatahas are
reported to have put on "real for
sure spreads" for their escorts.
Slim wonders as he looks over
the list of new couples, just how
many will last? You ask for an
example? Klemmer and LeRoy
for instance, have been seen to
gether frequently.
Slim was talking to a little
"rebel" this afternoon. The pre
cedent seems to be that no one
can date on T. U.'s campus and
not go steady. She said she would
break that if it were at all pos
sible. From what I hear and have
seen so far she seems to be doing
a "little bit of all right!" Here's
wishing her success.
Time and Slim never ceases,
but he must call a halt to all
this chatter for this time. He will
be back soon with more news
concerning everyone's business,
but his own.
Ralph and Eunice Dodge '31
who have been missionaries in
Africa for the past five years,
were expected to reach New York
yesterday and plan to attend
Taylor's Commencement.

Know the Unknowable
"Then shall I know even as
<dso I am known."—I Cor. 13:12.
There are thousands of ques
tions that present themselves
constantly for which we have no
answers. Countless times, in the
life of a normal young person,
these problems weigh so heavily
upon his mind that he has a
tendency to become a pessimist.
The question which is ever pres
ent in the minds of college youth
is the question of future work
or to the Christian youth, future
calling. I feel now as some of
our number will soon leave to
face this problem definitely, we
can to an advantage think ser
iously concerning it. I have heard
hundreds of times the question
asked, Why does not God show
us his will? What am I supposed
to do when I leave Taylor? Why
cannot I do what I would like to
do? Why are the doors all closed
to me when others seem to have
a perfect plan for their life? It
will be on these questions that
we will focus our attention.
First, may I say that God who
is infinite will do some things
which we in our finite minds,
will not be able to understand
now. There are questions to
which God has purposeely with
held the answers because He
knows the end and the beginning.
He, in His love, leads us step by
step, leaving the perils and temp"tations that lurk in the shadows,
hidden, in order that we might
have strength to overcome them
when they become more formid
able in our lives.
Paul, in our scripture, having
the desire to know the path he
would lead, consols himself, as
we may also, in the fact that

there will be a time when we
may know even as we are now
known. This to my mind is a
great consolation. We now are
in a period of darkness.
We
know now what God has for us in
the future so that in the uncertainity of the day we become
pessimistic. Paul would have us
look at our problem in the light
of eternity. He would tell us to
abide the day of perfect knowl
edge; to look up and live now in
the hope that someday we may
understand.
He would say to
dispell our questions and trust
Him for the future, and to allow
Him to lead us step by step
through every day.
O years of age, farewell:
Behold I do
Where I do know
Infinity to dwell.
And these mine eyes shall see,
All times, how they
Are lost in the sea
Of vast eternity,
Where never Moon shall sway
The stars; but she
And'night shall be
Drowned in one endless day.

Are you worried about the fu
ture? Have you raised questions
as to why God does not reveal
His will to you? I believe it will
be a part of the disappointment
of the future world to look back
on our life and realize the folly
of our anxiety here. God would
have you who are puzzled sub
mit your heart and life unre
servedly with simple faith to
Him who knows all things. Will
not you let Him lead you on to
purity and perfect peace? There
you may rest in Him and trust
Him for the present and live with
the hope of someday knowing
the now unknowable.
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Holiness League
Shakespeare Class
Elects Officers
Gives Recital

Driscoll Swelters
On K. P. Duty

Room Cleaning

At the last meeting of Holiness
The Shakespeare class and
In Southland
League, the following officers Professor Dennis gave an inspir
When a dog bites a man, that's were elected:
ing recital of excerpts from three Dear Taylor:
news, but when we hear that
I'd sure pity you Seniors if you had
of
Shakespeare's better known
President — Lois Slagle.
to wear your "black robes" down here
Foster and Zoller have cleaned
plays
Friday
evening
in
Shreiner
Vice President —• Connie Rehling.
in this place. It was so hot today that
their room, that's propaganda—
auditorium. This annual feature,!
Secretary — Mildred Burdon.
could have easily mistaken Fort
' | you
Chorister — E. Martin Barney.
or time for Open House. In this
usually one of Shakespeare's Jackson for the Sahara Desert. I guess
Pianist — Polly Prosser.
case, the latter is true.
plays, was changed to a recital j we Northerners will get used to it
Ushers — Jack Reif and Paul Clasthough, even if we might die in the
this year because of a scarcity of attempt.
Saturday evening, May 24, we par.
The "rebels" (Southerners)
Sponsor — Miss Guiler.
boys in the class.
will have the opportunity of in
are continually kidding us about it and
vading what, up until that time,
With such a group of leaders,
As it was, Marion Smith, the asking what we will do when summer
has been forbidden territory. The Holiness League should continue only boy in the class, did yeoman comes.
1 was very fortunate in being put in
fellows will get a chance lo see to be the blessing next year that service in appearing twice as Headquarters
company as we can fol
what kind of housekeepers their it has been in the past.
Hamlet, once as Macbeth and low up the specialized fields which we
followed in civilian life. Some of the
girls are, and the girls will see
once as Romeo—in the famed men
are
tank
drivers, mechanics,
just how a bachelor apartment
balcony scene. Methinks, he clerks, stenographers, surveyors, chem
Privileges
looks at its best.
really put his heart into the bal ists, photographers, reproduction men,
(Continued from Page 1)
For the benefit of the Fresh
cony scene, but then, who and in a few other lines of work. The
companies, namely A, B, and C
men, we should say that it is a
wouldn't with such a lovely "line"
have tank drivers and very few spe
news
is
no
news,"
and
let
it
go
good idea to clean under the bed,
Juliet? Kathryn Tucker, as cialized men to fill technical jobs. The
in the closet, and in the dresser at that.
Ophelia (Hamlet), Joyce Swear- work I was placed in for actual ma
Now our history is complete. ingen as the Queen (Hamlet), neuvers was the water purification unit.
drawers because some people are
It is very interesting but simple, if at
naturally inquisitive. If you Taylor University has reached Betty Ladd as Juliet (Romeo and any
time you have had any Chemis
the
maximum
of
efficiency
in
haven't the time or the energy to
Juliet) and Charlotte McCosh ap try. The unit comprised of a filter
clean your room, don't by all young people's relations, Taylor pearing twice as Lady Macbeth tank, chlorinator, various lengths of
means, put a "Stay Out" sign has met and faced the problems (Macbeth) were a credit both to hose, small pumps and water tanks, is
efficient and will supply water to
on the door. Just lock the door,• which have confronted young themselves and their instructor. avery
great number of men. Of course, to
barricade it on the inside with all people for millenniums. Taylor As an added feature Prof. Den standards, the taste may not be so
the furniture in the room, and as has instituted the socially unim nis gave his impersonation in pleasant but who cares? (Just the
a final measure, set a bear trap provable, ultra modern, socially The Grave Scene from Hamlet. soldiers.) If you are in this outfit you
give a "rip" for fancy things
just outside the door. Now you perfected scheme commonly cal Even Barger waxed dramatic and don't
or a bad taste now and then. It is also
know what to expect when you led Senior Privileges. In short made an appearance as the Mes a lot better to drink water you know
Taylor's seniors are enjoying the senger in The Letter Scene from is pure, than water you may find in
come to my room.
any old pond or creek. For you Chem
Utopia of a Freshman steady— Macbeth.
ists the Army standard is P H of 7
The Senior Privilege.
The program included besides and a Chlorine content of 1 part per
It is of special interest to ob
Comprehensives
million. You usually can tell if the
serve that the delightful Senior these scenes: The famous Solilo water is of a good chlorine content: if
(Continued from Page 1)
quy
Scene
from
Hamlet,
the
it tastes like mouthwash you instinc
Privilege is as the name suggests
Closet Scene from Hamlet, and tively gargle your throat, if not, the
.he Seniors looked as bedraggled restricted to Seniors. Only those the Sleep Walking Scene from "unidentified liquid" will either be
swallowed with a grin or promptly
as a wet feather duster. No one who have made a careful study Macbeth.
ejected from the system.
was surprised when they went to (?) of such subjects as Sociology,
There seems to be quite a bit of un
bed early on Thursday night. History, Biology, and Greek, etc.,
rest among the people of our country
Everyone thought that they were are deemed as fit to be endowed
as to what course the U. S. will take in
Banquet
this war. I definitely think and know
just resting up for the exams on with this high honor and privi
(Continued
from
Page
1)
that the U. S. is going to aid the Allies,
Friday, but his proved an er lege. However, in reality can you
but as to how far and if with military
roneous conclusion. On Friday imagine one of our privileged
of Miss Eleanor Anderson and might, that is for Congress to decide.
Senior
couples
strolling
leisurely
morning, those crafty Seniors
am I to say? I think it would be
Earl Butz; Miss Naomi Knight aWho
terrible thing if we went in, and the
skipped out forgetting all about along the beautiful "Muddy" Mississinewa in the light of a gor and Marion Smith. Dr. Stuart course of events might lead that way.
comprehensives.
geous full "Taylor" moon and closed with a few well chosen However, let's have hope that we shall
This only postponed the fatal
not. If there were enough personal
talking about the number of ver words of choice gossip about the feeling against war, the forces against
day, though, because the remain
boys
and
girls,
along
with
in
tebrae possible in an ordinary
it might keep us out and we would
der of the exams had to be taken
angle worm, or on the tenses of spiring words for Taylor Juniors avert an awful calamity.
on Monday. That meant another
I think vSry definitely that the draft
the subjunctive mood? Perhaps and Seniors and the Taylor Fu
age will be lowered and that men will
week-end
of
watching
the
this would suggest a need for ture.
be taken before they are too well fixed
Seniors study as if their very
more practical studies in our cur
Riding home through the night in their careers. Also, I don't really
lives depended upon it.
riculum. Practical like astron- and naming the stars emphasized think that selectees will be taken
for the durations, if we stay out
Monday came, and this time omy.
in our minds for long memory, of
the war. The Army will keep them
the Seniors made no attempt to
Poetess
Dorothy
Hislop's
lovely
The night of the Senior Privion call for ten years as part of the
escape the inevitable. They stay ege endows the fortunate student, description:
National Guard and probably take new
ed here and finished their ex- especially of the male species,
men and train them in place of the
aminatioons. After they were all with a superabundance of bold I "God wove a net of dark, dark blue, old ones that were discharged at the
And flung it across the sky,
end of their enlistment. Please remem
over, the sentiment of the class ness and fortitude. Timid Senior i And
the silvery stars enmeshed them ber that this is just a 7th grade Pri
was,—"Well, they really weren't couples who formerly quickened
selves
vate's opinion and the opinion of a
lot of the men.
so bad after all, and it's pretty their pace at the chiming of the As they were drifting by."
Well, lights out has sounded and
nice to be a Senior".
6:40 bell, (for further informa
there is a symphony of snores com
I wish that I were a Senior, too tion consult the student hand
ing from the barracks, so I guess it is
Coming Out
—now that comprehensives are book) now walk leisurely with
about time I got a bit of sleep too. Let
(Continued from Page 1)
me congratulate the Echo staff for a
over.
about as much concern as a
swell paper, and all of you new officers
shaving brush has for an electric
for next year.
Sincerely,
verbial ten foot pole, and then razor. The same Senior fellows perior in Senior red and gray
—Bill Driscoll '40
sponsor the cry to high heaven who once were seen at closing jackets? Chapel will feature a
that he's a self-centered book time every Friday and Sunday change of seats, with the Seniors
worm, besides being anti-social evening shyly shaking hands (?), taking possession of the plat
— and probably a communist purely as a friendly good night form; the other classes succeed
anyway? But enough, enough of gesture, with a "run away quick" ing one another, leaving empty
with
that — I'm becoming morbid.
look on their faces, now face the rows for next year's "freshies."
j
S
O
F
T
D
R
I
N
KS
The
Senior
class
history
will
But now do you get my point "problem" squarely, undaunted
Mr. Editor? I wonder, does a by the fear of any oncoming in be related by the four class presi
ICE CREAM
dents, and at night a torch
bachelor really take himself too terference.
FROZEN BARS j
seriously; or is he perhaps one of
So we see that the present pri parade ending at a bonfire will
AT
those rare individuals a little too vileges granted to our Seniors are be the scene for the introduction
intellectual for the women to neither original nor unique but of next year's officers.
The
consider quite sane; or are the represent the greatest develop ' Then the last week—finals
COLLEGE STORE !
Bachelor Girls just silly kids who ment in social relationships. The with the usual headaches—rereally don't know what they members of the Class of 1941 are ! citals—music — Sunday, baccuwant — or the best way to get it? now going through a period laureate — Monday, the old
At least the point obviously re which is the evolution, the out | "grads" return for Alumni Day
Quality Food
mains as the deduction of their growth, the logical result, and —and at last, with all its thrills
subtle (?) actions that they do the goal of progressive young and perhaps a little sadness,
plus
want it. I give up. Some old boy people for thousands of years. comes Commencement, and the
must have been on the ball when Taylor has ushered in the Gold class of '41 launches out into the
Prompt Service
I
he said: quote, Books are man's en Age of "Going Out."
sea of life.
f
best friends and women are the
root of all evil, unquote. Well
j Satisfied Customers
j
! 'On Taylor's Campus
FOR
thanks Mr. Editor, I hope this
(un) settles something — I'm
For Over Fifty Year" j GIFTS, NOVELTIES, AND
getting desparate!
INFANTS WEAR
Sincerely yours,
j
Upland Cafe
j
Brown-Trueblood j
THE UNDERDOG

Dear Mr. Editor:
It must be nice to have a place
on the Echo staff and get your
opinions in print. But for those
of us of the proletariat who have
not the privileges of the fourth
estate and are obliged to call our
issues problems and do our own
worrying about them—could I
for once change the order of the
day and bring a deep-seated evil
out of hiding and into the search
ing light of public discussion?
Thanks. I'm a bachelor. Not the
vocal kind, but one of those rare
creatures who suffers in peace
and admits—at least to himself—
that this (bachelorhood) is not
the ideal condition in the best
possible world. But to be short
and pointed, here is the subject
for discussion:
Women are nice people — in
lact, they are such nice people
that the male of the species has,
through their (women's) subtly
indirect agency, become sub
divided into two great (?) class
es, i.e.: The satisfied and the un
satisfied; or the happy and the
unhappy; or the successfully
brave and the unsuccessfully
meek; or the hopped-up and the
hopeful; or the caught and the
uncaught; or (better) the done
and the undone—or to be short
and pointed again, those with
whom the women operate in a
radius of from nothing to two
feet and those who have all so
cial contacts via remote control
and definitely exclusive of Fri
day nights, Sunday noon, and
nights, 6:40 p:m: on weekdays
and all other such times as two
lucky people are wont to become
one.
Now don't miss the point, Mr.
Editor; I'm not sour-grapes,
neither am I asking for pity and
don't think I'm a lone-wolf — far
be it nixo — on the contrary I
represent (by my own invitation)
a vast constituency. And here is
the point: That same constitu
ency is about equally divided be
tween the aforesaid, oftimes
shamelessly maligned and mis
understood Taylor bachelorhood,
and that strangely unscathed
(must be Chivalry's not dead)
but equally responsible creature
— THE TAYLOR BACHELOR
GIRL. Aha! At last the villainess
is unmasked. May I elucidate my
point by a bit of figurative des
cription? I have, at times when
"whatever gods may be" in con
trol of such things have given me
the courage, bravado and down
right foolhardiness, approached
some choice specimen of this
species of Bachelor Girls and
"asked for a date." (What a
phrase for an individualist to
stoop to!) Well, they were just
too, too glad, it seems, and even
a little pleased that it all happen
ed — in fact, the date would in
due season come off quite, quite
successfully with as slight cas
ualties as might be expected un
der the circumstances. But comes
the anti-climax —- from the day
after the night before to the end
of the school year or later, that
individual member of the sweet
Bachelor Girls has become for
me a creature of the shadows.
Forevermore she has become so
shy I can't decide whether she's
afraid I'll ask her for another
date or afraid I won't. To be
short and to the point again, we
just can't seem to be normal
friends any more.
And speaking of being friends
with these bachelor girls brings
up what I'll make my final point |A. D. FREESE 6- SON j
of argument (I could go on and |Equipped for quality and quantity j
on): Mr. Editor have you ever
PRINTING
had some people call you a "selfat reasonable prices
j
appointed big-shot" just because '
"
some other people were just as
hard for you to break through
the ice to* as they thought you
I
Upland Grain Co.
were (or something)? Why do
COAL, FEED AND SEED
the Bachelor Girls have so much j
Upland, Indiana
fun with the already lucky po
Phone 41 : j
tentially married fellows, hold a | K. M. Snyder
bachelor way off with the pro- »>
o — II —
— II — n —— II — u — <••—!»•«
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Inc.
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Jack Boyd

Dry Cleaners

j

\j

Virginia Hubbard j
Lyle Russell

STOP AND SHOP
at the
Try Our

IDEAL SHOP
South Side of Square

Hartford City

A HEARTY WELCOME AWAITS YOU
at

INDIANA

i

They're really swell!

\
I

| Showalters' Cash Grocery '
UPLAND

I

Butterscotch
Cookies

i UPLAND BAKING CO.
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Litten and Trojan Batsmen Swamp Four Taylor Trackmen Pile Up
Anderson and Central Normal
36 Points In Terre Haute Meet

SPORTS
PALAVER
by

The Duhe
Just a few minutes before the
game with Central Normal,
Bobby Litten was elected on a
white ballot to the captaincy of
the baseball squad. We might
add that it seemed to stimulate
Bobby, cause he sure twirled like
a major-leaguer that afternoon.
That little episode staged by
Jack Van Dyke around first base
in the Anderson game, caused
quite a bit of commotion. Don
Odle tried to straighten things
out, Umpire Bill Henry was do
ing his best to restore order, fans
were mixed up in the fracas and
we even saw Prof. Howard direct
ing traffic in the midst of it all.
"01" Jack finally cooled off, but
he didn't use his old method of a
shower bath to do so.
Gividen and Odle are still
fighting it out for the lead in the
batting department. At present,
Odle is just a few percentage
points in the lead.
Johnny Craig showed real
"guts" as he finished the last 30
yards of the 220 yard dash, with
a pulled leg muscle against the
Ball State Freshmen. He still is
able to run that hundred and
don't the boys from Earlham,
Rose Poly, and St. Joseph know
it.
The boys from Anderson must
be burning from the way our
Taylor athletes have been pouring
it on them. Four loses in one
year is too much for any college
to endure and especially from a
keen rival. The Trojans have
whipped the Ravens in basket
ball, twice in baseball, and once
in tennis.
They tell us that Behnken and
Souders were all set to play a
full game against the Huntington
Foresters. With Litten's absence
and a vacancy in the outfield
their hopes were pretty high. But
then came that disastrous rain
and with the noise of the
thunder, the roar of Behnken's
disgust could be heard every
where. Says Souders to Behnken,
"Man, those Huntington boys
won't be able to see my hook if
that wind keeps up." "If this duo
could have done as well as they
say they could, we believe that
coach could have saved money
by sending only one car to Hunt
ington, and that car could have
been a coupe.

By pasting the slants of three
Led by the spectacular work
Clashing in a duel meet the
Anderson twirlers to the tune of of Taylor's No. 1 slab ace, Bobby Taylor Trojans and the Ball State
19 hits and coupled with five er Litten, the Trojans put on mid- Freshmen staged a close, exciting
rors, the Taylor Trojans with season form and came home with contest, with the Yearlings from
ease trod over the Raven nine a 9-2 win over a strong Central Ball State coming out on top with
for their third win of the season. Normal Nine.
a 68-63 score.
The situation looked bad in
Every man clicked that after
Arnold, son of the Ball State
that ever jinxy first frame as the noon, especially the outfield as Freshmen coach, led his team in
Andersonians packed the cush the trio of Yaggy, Swearingen, practically every division. He
ions solidly. Knight, the first and Kruschwitz came up with a took a first in the Broad Jump,
sticker to face Litten, looked fool series of beautiful catches. In Pole Vault, 220-Yard Dash, and a
ish as he tried vainly to add ve the fourth, Yaggy legged it to second in the 100-Yard Dash.
locity to the already strong deep left to drag down a hard
Yaggy led the Taylor cinderwinds. However Davis got his bat liner that was tagged for extra men with his three firsts in the
on an inside pitch and poked a bases. Kruschwitz duplicated 220-Yard Low Hurdles, 120-Yard
hit through the hole around first Yaggy's feat in the fifth as he High Hurdles, and High Jump
and second. Newberry tapped a ran a country mile to snatch an coupled with a second in the
bounder to second which Briggs other one that was ticketed for Broad Jump and Pole Vault.
juggled long enough to load the places unknown. In the sixth,
first two bags and all hands were "Red Horse" splinted to deep
The Earlham Quakers became
safe as Van Dyke reached the in right, jumped in the air, and the hosts to the Taylor University
itial sack on a fielder's choice. came down with a hard hit line Trojans' but acted rather im
Baxter took the first pitch in the drive that would have stopped politely as they licked the Mayback, forcing Davis over the plat only at the fence. At the platter men 86-45.
ter for the first and only run for every man except Sands and
Capt. Yaggy again led his
the Ravens. Litten finally put out Kruschwitz garnered at least one team in points as he took the
the fire by fanning Sougton and hit. In the top of the fifth, Odle 220-Yard lows easily, outtclassed
Rohr.
walked into a high wide pitch, the field in the Broad Jump and
The Trojan batters had a field slapped it far into right field, and took seconds in the 120 Yard
day iat Jack Van Dyke's expense hiked it around the hassocks for High Hurdles, 220-Yard Dash,
as they belted his offerings for a homer. Bobby Litten cinched and the High Jump.
nineteen base knocks, including his own game in the third frame
"Red Horse" Swearengin leg
six doubles, one triple, and a as he poled out a long triple to ged the hundred yard dash off in
homer.
10:2 and easily outscampered the
right with two on.
In the first, Odle whacked a
Perhaps the best fielding play two contesting Quakers.
leader to left that scooted away of the game was performed by
Bobby Briggs took the outside
from the left fielder for a double Gividen al third. Brown, the Nor- track in the 220-Yard Dash, raced
scoring Briggs and Swearingen malite big clean-up man, slapped neck and neck to the second turn
who were already stationed on a hard grounder down the base with Gene Ellington, Earlham
the basepaths.
line which Givi deflected. With sprint star, then kicked hard to
With two on in the top of the the agility of a cat he followed up breast the tape the winner.
second, "Portsider" Gividen cut the ball, turned, and heaved a
Bill Meadows easily took the
down on the first pitch and his perfect strike to first, nipping the Javelin throw with a pitch of
shot dropped neatly back of third runner by a half a step.
160 feet.
for a double easily scoring both
The Central Normal's two runs
men. Givi nicked the home dish came in the last of the ninth,
as Odle drove a liner to center when Derr singled to center with
that bounced off the fielder's runners on first and second.
glove for a homer.
The next upheaval came in the
BOOKS
STUDENTS
fourth when the Trojans tacked
JEWELRY
three more tallies on their al
FOR A SAFE TRIP HOME
ready big lead. Gividen, Odle,
"TRAVEL BY TRAIN"
BIBLES
Kruschwitz, and Skinner all came ! PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD j I
through to cause the splurge.
C. R. ALSPAUGH, Agent
j
I THE
One more run came across in the
5th on Sands double, and Briggs
BOOKSTORE
clutch single.
"It's
the
smile
that
counts'
«
I
Jack Van Dyke's dander was
gradually working itself to a
Dr. C. W, Beck
boiling point when he was shift
DENTIST
ed to left field for a relief twirlFirst National Bank Building
Lovely Corsages
er and it all exploded when he 9 Hartford City
Phone 25 j
tripped over the cushion at first
play. Newberry made matters
for
worse when he grabbed a base
STUDENTS ~ !
ball bat. However Odle scamper
iFor those "College Get-together's")
May Banquets j
ed across the diamond and put |
Get your favorite snacks
j
an end to his.threat by laying
him prostrate on the field with a I LATTA'S U BE SEE STORE j I Atkinson Greenhousej
beautiful tackle and cross body | Upland
Phone 1092 i
R. Burtner, Rep.
fling. Umpire Bill finally man
aged to get the fracas under con
trol but came near losing it again | REALIZE
REAL
EYES j
when he flagged Odle out of the
| Dr. W. N. Hamilton !
game.
The 13-1 lacing was the second
OPTOMETRIST
win over the Anderson Ravens
220 W. Main St.
this season.
I Hartford City
Phone 85|
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A track team composed of only
four men, John Craig, Phil Yag
gy, Bill Meadows, and Otto Hood
journeyed to Terre Haute, Ind.,
to meet Rose Poly and St. Joseph
in a Quadangular meet, and
garnered 36 points among them.
Phil Yaggy placed 2nd in the
pole vault, 2nd in the 120 high
hurdles, 2nd in the 220 low
hurdles, third in the high jump,
and first in the broad jump for
a total of fourteen points.
Craig took a first in the hund
red; Hood, a 2nd in the mile, a
third in the two mile, and a 2nd
in the 880.
Meadows flipped the javelin
174 ft. 3 inches and took first
there, and also won the discus at
107 ft. 7 inches.
The score of the meet ran Rose
Poly first with 51 points, St.
Joseph second with 44 and Tay
lor third with 36.
y
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Prices
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BASEMENT OF SWALLOW-ROBIN

A

The boys on the baseball squad
now call Mr. Able their lucky
number. He kept the spirits of
the boys high on the Central Nor
mal trip and as a result each
player entered the contest with
a "do or die" spirit.

! Upland Motor Co.

I

Authorized Ford Dealer
|

REPAIRS;

| Phone 172

STORAGE;

SERVICE
Upland. Ind. §

| Upland

Indiana j

j Hartford City,

Equipped to serve you
faithfully

Upland Hardware

j

Phone 92

j

towels
For
Every Occasion

R. M. HENLEY
Florist
Phone 175
1510 S. Walnut St.
Hartford City
EARL BUTZ, Representative

UPLAND, INDIANA

C. A. RUSSELL
MONDAY, THURSDAY
8:00 a. m. - 5:00 p. m.

MATERIAL FOR THE
CRAFTSMAN

TUES., WED., and FRI.
8:00 a. m. - 7:00 p. m.

\
I

SATURDAY
8:00 a. m. - 9:00 p. m.

| Willman Lumber Co.j
| Phone 211

Uuland j

East Side of Square

Hartford City
•ity

THE CITIZENS STATE BANK

j

!

of Fairmount, Ind.

TO OLD STUDENTS

UPLAND BRANCH

Plan to return to Taylor next fall to finish the select years of preparation
for your life's work in a world that is depending on well trained young
men and women.

Deposits Insured by the Permanent
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
Plan to attend Taylor next fall. A college that stands for high ideals,
that combines high scholastic standards with definite and effective
Christianity. Send today for the new 1941 college catalog.

"An Effective Christian College"
ROBERT LEE STUART,

!
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TO

I HOTEL BARBER SHOP

We believe that everyone
would like to see big Bill Meadows
better that mark that he set his
freshmen year in the Little State
Meet. Last Saturday he heaved
the javelin nearly 175 feet just
five feet less than his record toss
of 180.

j

GOING

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

Here is an announcement to
all Sophomore boys that partici
pated in baseball or basketball >-•
•——
|
last year. If you have a yearning
for that T of yours that has been
Yours for Service
j
in the mail for the past year, see
Coach May or Noble Gividen. | B. H. TROUT BARBER SHOP j

I
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